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ABSTRACT

We propose a new model-space multi-scale approach using spline interpolation in
order to improve the convergence of waveform inversion techniques. We develop
a 2D spline interpolation algorithm using basic spline (B-spline) functions that
allows us to represent the unknown model parameters on a coarse and nonuniform
grid. We simultaneously invert all available frequency components in the data
while gradually refining the spline grid with iterations. The inverted model for a
given grid is then used as the initial guess for the following inversion performed
with a finer grid. The spline grid refinement rate allows us to slowly increase
and control the wavenumber content of the model updates without having to
adopt a data-domain multi-scale approach. We believe this proposed method is
crucial to improve the efficiency of techniques such as full waveform inversion by
model extension (FWIME) or reflection full waveform inversion (RFWI), since
all data components (including reflections) need to be simultaneously inverted in
order to reconstruct the low-wavenumber components of the velocity model. In
this report, we evaluate our proposed approach on conventional FWI in order to
gain better insight on its advantages and limitations. We find that when FWI
converges to the optimal solution, our proposed method also manages to do so,
which leads us to think it may successfully be applied in the context of FWIME.
Moreover, when the acquired data lack low-frequency content, both data- and
model-domain multi-scale approaches converge to local minima.

INTRODUCTION

FWI has the ability to simultaneously recover all model wavelengths or scales without
making any limiting modeling or data assumptions, such as ray approximation or
recording of primary reflections only (Tarantola, 1984). However, one of the main
drawbacks associated to this approach is its inability to provide the correct or optimal
model when an inaccurate starting guess is provided, usually referred to as cycle
skipping (Virieux and Operto, 2009).

Many data- and model-space techniques have been proposed over the last two
decades to mitigate this issue. Some of these methods attempt to solve the problem
by extending the number of model parameters used during the inversion to provide
an additional degree of freedom (Van Leeuwen and Herrmann, 2013; Yao et al., 2014;
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Biondi and Almomin, 2014; Huang and Symes, 2015); whereas, others try to modify
the data term to ameliorate the convergence of FWI (Metivier et al., 2016; Warner
and Guasch, 2016; Li and Demanet, 2016). The mathematical concept behind all
of these approaches is related to the convexification of the FWI objective function
(Barnier et al., 2018a). For example, it has been observed that the extent of the
basin of attraction towards the global minimum increases when the low-frequency
content of the data is inverted (Bunks et al., 1995; Fichtner, 2010). As a matter
of fact, low-frequency sources specifically designed for FWI have been proposed and
tested for exploration purposes (Dellinger et al., 2016). Mora (1989) shows the con-
nection between the propagation direction of the source and receiver wavefields and
the wavenumber updates introduced by their cross-correlation (i.e., the model scale
that is updated at each iteration). Sirgue and Pratt (2004) extend this discussion and
describe the connection between the data frequency content and the model updates
and propose a method to select the frequency band to be inverted.

The success of these waveform inversion techniques at convexifying the FWI ob-
jective function appears to rely on their ability to control the order (and the rate) in
which the wavenumber components of the model are being updated. It seems crucial
to initially capture the correct low-wavenumber features before gradually increasing
the wavenumber content of the updates.

We develop a model-space multi-scale approach of waveform inversion in which the
entire bandwidth of the data is simultaneously inverted and the wavenumber content
of the model updates is controlled by using a B-spline representation (De Boor, 1986;
Shene, 2011). We start by inverting the low-wavenumber components of the model
by placing the spline nodes on a coarse grid, and we gradually increase the model
scales by refining the spline node positions to a denser grid. This approach is not
computationally efficient for conventional data-space multi-scale FWI since we need
to propagate all frequencies at every step of the workflow. However, it constitutes
a necessary feature for our FWIME approach (Barnier et al., 2018a), where all data
components (including reflections) are needed to update the low-wavenumber parts
of the velocity model (Barnier et al., 2018b).

In this report, we apply our proposed method on conventional FWI in order to gain
better insight on how to calibrate its various parameters (e.g., the spline refinement
rate and its impact on global convergence) and assess its potential and limitations.
In a separate report (Barnier et al., 2019), we successfully integrate this method with
our FWIME workflow.

We compare the data- and model-space multi-scale approaches on the Marmousi
model (Martin et al., 2006) in which acoustic pressure data are generated, and a
v(z) model is used as initial guess. We invert two datasets with different frequency
contents, one in which low frequencies are present and one in which they are missing.
For the first scenario, we show that simultaneous data inversion (i.e., without adopting
any multi-scale approach) cannot retrieve an accurate model, while both multi-scale
approaches converge to a similar correct solution. When the low frequency energy
is missing, neither method could retrieve the true model. Finally, we analyze the
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wavenumber spectra of the model updates, stemming from the tested inversions, and
show that one potential key factor for the success of a FWI method is the retrieval
of the low-wavenumber components of the model at early stages of the inversion.

METHODOLOGY

In this section we describe our interpolation implementation using B-spline functions,
and how we employ them in our proposed FWI scheme.

Interpolation using B-spline functions

B-spline functions are commonly used in computer-aided design and graphic to draw
smooth curves and surfaces passing in the vicinity of a set of control points. These
functions can hence be used to interpolate coarsely sampled points to a finer grid
when we do not require to fit the control points exactly. Here, the control points
mc are referred to as “spline nodes”. The set of spline nodes constitute the spline
grid (i.e., the coarse grid). Their position in space is chosen by the user beforehand
and fixed during the inversion process. The unknown parameters we wish to recover
are the weights assigned to each node. The B-spline interpolation operator linearly
maps the spline grid to the finite-difference (finer) propagation grid mf . In 2D, the
mapping is given by the following equation (Shene, 2011),

mf =

Nc
z∑

i=0

Nc
x∑

j=0

Bi,kBj,k mc, (1)

where Bi,k and Bj,k are the B-spline functions of order k for the z- and x-directions,
respectively. N c

z and N c
x are the number of unknown parameters (control points) on

the coarse grid for each direction. Though the coarse grid must be parametrized
on a net, each direction does not need to be arranged uniformly, which allow us to
adapt the spline nodes sampling density according to geological features. Moreover,
B-spline functions have very limited support which makes the interpolation cost quite
attractive, even in 3D. We use k = 3, implying continuity of the interpolated function
up to the second-order derivative.

Model-space multi-scale approach

The conventional FWI objective function is given by the following equation:

φ(mf ) =
1

2
‖f(mf )− dobs‖22 , (2)
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where mf is the velocity model represented on the finite-difference grid, dobs is the
observed data, and f is the modeling operator. In our proposed model-space multi-
scale approach, we represent the velocity model on a coarse grid that is then mapped
into a finer finite-difference one. Therefore, we modify equation 2 to the following:

φ(mc) =
1

2
‖f(Smc)− dobs‖22 , (3)

where mc are the coarse-grid model parameters, and S is the interpolation operator
constructed using equation 1. The initial model minit

f is first constructed on the
fine finite-difference grid, and then converted to the spline grid by minimizing the
following quadratic function,

φ(mc) =
1

2

∥∥Smc −minit
f

∥∥2
2
. (4)

NUMERICAL EXAMPLE

We compare our proposed methodology with the conventional data-space multi-scale
approach on the Marmousi model (Martin et al., 2006) (Figure 2a). We generate noise-
free pressure data with a two-way acoustic modeling operator. We test two scenarios,
one where unrealistic low frequencies below 2 Hz are present (scenario 1), and one
with no energy below 4 Hz (scenario 2). Figure 1a and b show the wavelet spectra
used for all our FWI workflows. Our model multi-scale approach is conducted by
simultaneously inverting the last bandwidth of the conventional data-space approach
(blue curves in Figures 1(a) and (b)). For all the tested inversions, we start with the
same initial v(z) velocity model shown in Figure 2b.

Broadband data inversion

Figure 2c shows the inverted model after conducting a data-space multi-scale approach
using all frequency bands displayed in Figure 1a. As expected, the recovered model is
accurate. Figure 2d shows the inverted model obtained by simultaneously inverting
the full bandwidth (blue curve in Figure 1a) without adopting a multi-scale approach.
Even with the presence of low-frequency energy, the inversion converged to a local
minimum, which is much more inaccurate than the one obtained with the data-space
multi-scale approach.

Figure 3 shows the spline grid disposition (magenta dots overlaid on top of the true
model) used for our first step of model-space multi-scale approach. We start with a
horizontal node spacing of 5 km, and vertical spacing of 1 km in the sediments. In the
vicinity of the water bottom, we use a finer vertical spacing (200 m) to account for the
sharp interface (the only prior geological information we assume). We conduct our
model-space multi-scale approach by inverting the full bandwidth for a sequence of six
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(a) (b)

Figure 1: Set of wavelet spectra used for the FWI workflows. (a) Set of wavelet
spectra used for the data-space multi-scale FWI of scenario 1. (b) Set of wavelet
spectra used for the data-space multi-scale FWI of scenario 2. In each figure, the blue
curve corresponds to both the last frequency band used in the data-space approach
as well as the frequency band used in the model-space approach.

spline node dispositions. We use the output of an inversion using one spline grid as the
initial model for the next (finer) one. The panels in Figure 4 show the inverted models
for the last four spline dispositions. In the absorbing boundaries (and in the water
column down to 200 m above the water bottom interface), we use a constant uniform
grid spacing of 1 km in both directions. In the sediments, we also use a vertical and
horizontal uniform grid spacing that is refined at each inversion. In Figures 4a-d, we
use a vertical grid spacing (for the sediments) of 0.2 km, 0.1 km, 0.08 km, and 0.02
km, respectively. In the horizontal direction, we use a spacing of 2 km, 1 km, 0.5 km,
and 0.02 km. The final inverted model shown in Figure 4d was obtained by using
the same grid as for the finite-difference propagation grid (20 m in both directions
in the sediments). Both data- and model-space multi-scale methods converge to a
similar velocity model (Figures 2c and 4d), which are quite accurate. The model-
space multi-scale inverted model is slightly smoother since the spline interpolation
enforces continuity of the interpolated function and of its derivatives up to the order
employed.

Cycle-skipped Marmousi

We remove all the energy below 4 Hz in the recorded data (Figure 1b). By doing
so, we create a more realistic data bandwidth and we make any FWI method more
likely to converge to a local minimum given the inaccurate v(z) starting model. For
the data-space multi-scale approach, we use four width-increasing bands shown in
Figure 1b. In the model-space counterpart, we employ the same spline refinement
schedule as in scenario 1. The final inverted models for each scheme are shown in
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 2: (a) True subsurface Marmousi model. (b) Initial v(z) velocity model used
in all tests. (c) Inverted model conducted with a data-space multi-scale FWI using
the sequence of frequency bands shown in Figure 1a. (d) FWI model obtained by
simultaneously inverting the entire data bandwidth (blue curve in Figure 1a).
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Figure 3: First spline mesh used. The magenta dots represent the B-spline nodes
of the first model-space multi-scale FWI. For reference, the true velocity including
the padding of the absorbing boundaries is displayed in the background. In the z-
direction, the node spacing is 1 km in the absorbing boundaries and in the sediments.
In the vicinity of the water bottom interface, the spacing is 200 m. In the x-direction,
we use a spacing of 5 km.

Figure 5. This example shows the already noticed duality between the frequency
content of the data and the updates that will be generated during any inversion
scheme (Sirgue and Pratt, 2004). In fact, in both cases, the inversions converge to
inaccurate similar solutions (i.e., the data- and model-space multi-scale methods may
have similar objective-function shapes).

Wavenumber spectrum analysis

We analyze the wavenumber spectra of the model updates obtained in all the tested
inversions. To obtain these spectra, we subtract the initial velocity model from the
inverted one and apply a 2D Fourier transform.

Figure 5 displays the various spectra obtained from the previous examples. The
top panels respectively show the update spectra for the data-space (left) and model-
space (right) multi-scale approach for scenario 1. In the same order, the bottom
panels show the analogous update spectra but for scenario 2. The central panel
shows the ideal update spectrum (i.e., spectrum of the true model in which the
starting model is subtracted). The inversion-related panels are computed on inverted
model at the second stage of both data- and model-space multi-scale approaches (i.e.,
the low frequencies and wavenumbers are expected to be inverted). In the two cases,
when the multi-scale methods converged to a satisfactory result, we can observed
that both schemes first retrieve the low-wavenumber component of the model that
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 4: Inverted models using model-space multi-scale FWI for the last four refine-
ment steps of our workflow. The output of each inversion is used as the initial guess
for the following one.

(a) (b)

Figure 5: Inverted models for scenario 2. (a) Final inverted model using the data-
space approach. (b) Final inverted model using the model-scale approach.
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are clearly missing from the starting model (Figure 6c). On the other hand, when
the low-frequency content of the data is missing, both approaches fail to fill that
part of the model spectrum. This observation has already been noticed by different
authors that proposed to enhance the low-wavenumber component of the gradient
at early stage of any FWI algorithm (Xu et al., 2012; Zhou et al., 2015). Here, we
show a numerical example in which this fact seems critical for the success of the FWI
method. However, it is still mathematically unclear why that portion of the spectrum
plays such an important role.

CONCLUSIONS

We describe a model-space multi-scale FWI workflow that may be used as an alterna-
tive approach to the conventional data-domain multi-scale scheme. The entire data
bandwidth is injected and simultaneously inverted; however, the wavenumber content
of the model updates is controlled by the arrangement of spline nodes distributed on a
coarse grid. As the inversion progresses, we gradually refine the density of our spline
grid to allow for higher wavenumber updates into the model.

We present two synthetic examples in which we invert acoustic data generated
using the Marmousi model. We show that when low-frequency content is recorded,
both data- and model-space multi-scale methods provide a similar correct inverted
model, while a simultaneous data inversion fails to provide the correct one. In the
second example we invert a dataset where no energy below 4 Hz is recorded. In this
case, neither multi-scale methods succeed to invert the correct model. We compare
the wavenumber spectra of the model updates of the two tests and show that, when
FWI converges, the one of the fundamental factor seems to be related to the inversion
of the low-wavenumber model component at early stages of the inversion.

We develop this model parametrization because its allows the crucial low-wavenumber
updates to be retrieved at early inversion stages from all components of the data
without manually selecting specific events (e.g., refractions or reflections), making it
suitable for our FWIME workflow.
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(a) (b)

(c)

(d) (e)

Figure 6: Wavenumber spectra of the model updates (i.e., spectra of inverted models
in which the initial one is subtracted) for the second band of each multi-scale ap-
proach. The top two panels, (a) and (b), show the data- and model-space multi-scale
spectrum updates for the data in which low frequencies are recorded (scenario 1),
respectively. The middle panel (c) is the ideal or true spectrum update (i.e., true
model minus the initial one). The bottom panels (d) and (e) show the analogous
spectra as (a) and (b) but for scenario 2.
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